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Although health care providers undergo many years of formal schooling and apprenticeship-type training, many have limited understanding of substance use in general and harm reduction interventions in particular.

Executive Summary

In recent years—in an effort to stem the rising death toll related to the nationwide opioid epidemic—local, state and federal governments have sought to expand harm reduction services in the United States.1 These types of services, which implement practical approaches to reduce the negative outcomes associated with potentially risky behaviors such as drug use, began to appear in the 1980s as communities sought to prevent the spread of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and hepatitis C virus.2 Now, as policymakers seek...
to expand access to harm reduction, health care providers who have not historically worked in the field are being called upon to advocate and implement these strategies.

However, research suggests that the most affected health care providers—physicians, physician assistants (PAs), nurse practitioners (NPs) and pharmacists—sometimes have insufficient knowledge, hold negative beliefs about people who use drugs (PWUD) or have misconceptions about how harm reduction facilitates health improvements. These barriers can hinder providers’ willingness and ability to serve effectively as harm reductionists.

In an effort to overcome such challenges, educational and professional organizations have implemented training on substance use and harm reduction strategies. Many of these programs have been found to increase provider knowledge and self-efficacy. Of note, those that are most effective at improving providers’ willingness to engage in harm reduction and most likely to translate into the provision of harm reduction services also include elements that reduce stigma around PWUD and harm reduction itself. Furthermore, evidence suggests that for optimal service provision, institutional policies must support providers and a harm reduction ethos.

In this paper, we examine barriers that limit health care providers’ willingness to adopt these strategies and effectiveness in delivering them. We also highlight evidence-based, educational and institution-level interventions aimed at reducing those barriers.

### Introduction

Harm reduction—the mitigation of potential risks associated with certain behaviors through tools, services and education—first took hold in the United States in the 1980s in an effort to combat the spread of infectious diseases like HIV and hepatitis C virus. These early projects operated as community-based interventions run by members of and allies to the vulnerable populations they served. In recent years, however, harm reduction has gained traction in mainstream public health: The U.S. Food and Drug Administration now recognizes certain vaping products as less-risky.
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alternatives to combustible cigarettes; the Biden administration designated a record $30 million toward opioid harm reduction to combat the overdose crisis; and in the age of COVID-19, vaccines help reduce virus transmission and illness severity as people return to travel, dining out and gathering with loved ones.³

In fact, motivated by persistent and escalating overdose rates, lawmakers at all levels of government have proposed and enacted a variety of policies in an effort to expand the scope of opioid-harm-reduction services that health care professionals can provide.¹⁰ These efforts have included allowing emergency department providers to dispense take-home naloxone, expanding primary care physicians’ abilities to prescribe medications for opioid use disorder (OUD), enacting emergency provisions to allow OUD to be treated via telehealth and implementing standing orders that permit pharmacists to dispense naloxone without a prescription.¹¹

As federal, state and local governments seek to apply harm reduction methods on a larger scale, policy and funding efforts are eliciting the support of many different types of health care professionals to provide these services, possibly for the first time. Engaging generalist health care providers in harm reduction is—if done right—an excellent way to encourage equitable, low-barrier access to an array of life-saving tools. Yet all of this progress is for naught if the generalists offering these products and services lack sufficient understanding of them.

In this policy paper, we:

- Examine factors that hinder health care providers’ engagement in harm reduction programs;
- Highlight training and policy efforts that have been shown to mitigate resistance to offering these programs; and
- Make recommendations that health care educators, institutions and associations may take to optimize providers’ roles in harm reduction.

Because the majority of policy aimed at expanding harm reduction access in recent years has targeted the overdose crisis—which is largely driven by opioids—this paper focuses primarily on opioid harm reduction.¹² In addition, although we recognize that all health care providers have a potential part to play in harm reduction and acknowledge that social workers and mental health providers are already often on the front lines of these efforts, we limit the current discussion to those medical providers whose scope of practice has been or may be most directly affected by key recent and forthcoming policies seeking to expand opioid harm reduction: physicians, PAs, NPs and pharmacists (Table 1).¹³
Table 1: Policies and Affected Providers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Type</th>
<th>Provider Type Affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy-based syringe access</td>
<td>Pharmacists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing orders for naloxone</td>
<td>Pharmacists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-home naloxone</td>
<td>Emergency department physicians, PAs and NPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-prescribing naloxone with opioids</td>
<td>Physicians, PAs, NPs and dentists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove X waiver for prescribing medications for OUD</td>
<td>Physicians, PAs and NPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telehealth provisions for prescribing medications for OUD</td>
<td>Physicians, PAs and NPs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Health Care Professional Barriers to Providing Harm Reduction Services

Most health care professionals naturally practice some version of harm reduction with their patients, though they may not identify it as such. Some clinicians are on the movement’s front lines, providing life-saving services and championing the cause to a growing audience of lawmakers, journalists and fellow providers. Others continue to view harm reduction as an unfamiliar gray area that is at odds with key aspects of medical philosophy, including its emphasis on definitive cures, provider (versus patient) expertise and a “do no harm” ethos. Consequently, the uptake of harm reduction policies by health care providers is not always optimal—pharmacists may resist stocking or dispensing harm reduction products; providers may be unwilling to recommend harm reduction strategies or products; and patients continue to report experiencing stigmatizing interactions that deter them from seeking these helpful services.

In this section, we review the literature on two key provider-level barriers to engaging with harm reduction in general and opioid harm reduction in particular: lack of specialized training and attitudes and beliefs.

Lack of Specialized Training

Although health care providers undergo many years of formal schooling and apprenticeship-type training, many have limited understanding of substance use in general and harm reduction interventions in particular. The lack of knowledge and associated confidence in providing this type of care hinder the effective implementation of harm reduction policies and suggests that additional education is needed to expand provider scope of practice.

Indeed, in a study of pharmacists in North Carolina, a majority of participants scored low on an assessment of their naloxone- and overdose-related knowledge, and more

than half reported being uncomfortable dispensing the overdose reversal medication.29 Furthermore, the analysis revealed a statistically significant positive correlation between pharmacists’ knowledge and willingness to dispense, such that pharmacists who were better educated about opioid use, overdose and naloxone were more willing to distribute the life-saving drug.20 Systematic reviews of the literature support this finding: A majority of pharmacists believe individuals at risk of an overdose should have access to naloxone and medications for OUD (MOUD) and look favorably on the role of pharmacists in facilitating this access.21 However, study participants often cite insufficient education and training as key barriers to their own willingness and ability to dispense the medications.22

Similarly, although evidence suggests that MOUD are more effective than abstinence-only therapies when it comes to reducing long-term opioid use and preventing overdose, roughly one in five rural pharmacies do not dispense these drugs.23 Some pharmacists are apprehensive because of misinformation about Drug Enforcement Agency caps on how much buprenorphine they can legally stock and dispense, whereas others recognize that they lack sufficient knowledge about MOUD and opioid use.24

Pharmacists are not the only health care providers with identified harm-reduction-related knowledge gaps. In the primary care and hospital/emergency settings, for example—where harm reduction tends to fit most naturally—physicians and other health care providers may lack specialized knowledge in substance use and harm reduction, which can lead to suboptimal care.25 In addition, in a study of PAs and NPs practicing in a variety of specialties that included primary care and emergency medicine, interviewed providers felt better equipped to identify people with a substance use disorder than to treat them.26 Furthermore, although study participants were familiar with standard MOUD, they knew much less about newer formulations such as injected or implanted buprenorphine.27 Other research has found that even as emergency department physicians become more willing to perform interventions to reduce harms associated with opioid use, they may hesitate to actually engage in these interventions due to a lack of confidence, knowledge, training and institutional support.28

20. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
27. Ibid.
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Attitudes and Beliefs

Although providers often report insufficient knowledge and education as a major hindrance to providing harm reduction services—specifically naloxone and MOUD—PWUD have identified stigma as a significant problem in their interactions with health care professionals. 

PWUD and those with substance use disorders are deeply stigmatized groups in the United States. Unfortunately, research suggests that a substantial proportion of health care professionals do, in fact, hold negative beliefs about PWUD. A recent study found that less than 30 percent of nearly 700 primary care physicians surveyed would be willing to have a person with OUD as a neighbor or family member—by-marriage, even if the individual was currently being treated with appropriate
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medications. These stigmatizing beliefs translate into real-world consequences, affecting both the willingness of PWUD to engage with health care systems and the nature of care providers deliver.

For example, beginning in 2015, California law gave pharmacists the discretion to provide needles and syringes to adults without a prescription. In a qualitative study conducted in the wake of the law’s implementation, many participants reported that pharmacists refused to sell them syringes based on their appearance. Consequently, the fear of being outed as a person who injects drugs or being refused service altogether led some individuals to dress conservatively and hide tattoos or visible signs of injection drug use and discouraged others from even attempting to purchase syringes. Similarly, research among PWUD has found that patients report that doctors and other practitioners in primary care and hospital settings regularly address them with discriminatory language and a judgmental demeanor.

In addition to shaping providers’ interactions with PWUD, stigma can limit their willingness to provide specific services. A 2006 study found that fewer than one-quarter of interviewed physicians were familiar with the overdose reversal drug naloxone. While that particular statistic has likely changed in recent years, another finding from that study remains salient—doctors who had fewer negative perceptions of PWUD were more likely to prescribe and promote the medication than counterparts who held more stigmatizing beliefs.

Improving Health Care Provider Engagement In Harm Reduction

Because health care providers are less willing and able to serve as effective harm reduction advocates and implementers when they lack information or have negative beliefs about PWUD, it is critical that schools, professional organizations and health care institutions provide education specifically intended bridge this gap. With improved information, practitioners will be better equipped with the knowledge needed to advocate for and implement effective harm reduction strategies. It is equally important that institutions adopt policies to help improve provider workflow, shift attitudes and foster patient-focused environments.

Education

Research indicates that many current and aspiring health care professionals are not only aware of their lack of knowledge regarding substance use disorders and harm reduction but also report wanting more education and institutional support. For

36. Ibid.
example, in 2016, students at the Yale Schools of Medicine, Nursing and Public Health petitioned for more training about overdose risk and response.\(^39\)

The vast majority of medical schools do provide some training on substance use disorder in general and OUD in particular, but these courses and clerkships generally do not focus on harm reduction.\(^40\) As such, targeted educational efforts—both formal and informal—may have an important role to play in filling this gap among current providers and students.

Pharmacy schools and continuing education providers have leapt to the front of these efforts, with trainings focused on identifying and responding to overdose as well as dispensing and administering naloxone.\(^41\) Most of these courses consist of lectures alongside laboratory sessions and simulations, and, overall, they have been well-received. Furthermore, they have been shown to increase students’ and pharmacists’ knowledge related to both overdose and naloxone.\(^42\)

Similarly, overdose and naloxone-oriented trainings—some incorporating the skills into basic life support, others operating as stand-alone courses—have been shown to improve medical student, resident and PA readiness to respond to an overdose compared to their counterparts who did not take the courses.\(^43\) Some nursing schools are even drawing direct links between the ethics of nursing practice and the role of harm reduction and highlighting the approach as part of their curriculum.\(^44\)

However, while the above courses do provide students and practitioners with key information and enhance self-efficacy, they are not necessarily effective tools to substantially change provider behaviors.\(^45\) For example, a study conducted among NPs working in a pain clinic explored the utility of the Opioid Overdose Prevention Toolkit, a skills- and information-based program.\(^46\) The training did not affect nurses’ likelihood of co-prescribing naloxone to patients receiving opioids.\(^47\) This translational challenge may be due, at least in part, to the fact that skills-oriented trainings do not sufficiently address stigmatizing attitudes and beliefs.\(^48\)

Additionally, as discussed previously, negative perceptions of PWUD and harm reduction itself can reduce practitioners’ willingness to become advocates for the approach. Fortunately, when educational efforts directly address stigma, they do have some success. Interventions that provide insights regarding the importance of non-stigmatizing language; teach positive, supportive body language; and challenge misinformation about substance use disorder and medication-based treatments have all been shown to have a positive impact on attitudes of the general public.
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and health care providers alike.\textsuperscript{49} Furthermore, curricula that explicitly teach harm reduction principles such as non-judgment in addition to skills or information about responding to the current overdose crisis has been shown to lead to small but significant reductions in stigma.\textsuperscript{50} In addition to education, research indicates that contact with individuals with lived experience—that is, people living with a substance use disorder—also has a significant impact on provider attitudes.\textsuperscript{51} For example, a mandatory educational intervention for medical students covered overdose risk, naloxone distribution and harm reduction theory.\textsuperscript{52} The workshop led to improvements in students’ knowledge and awareness as well as reductions in stigmatizing views about PWUD.\textsuperscript{53}

Importantly, these types of shifts in thinking may translate into behavioral changes. A course on opioid harm reduction—including both lecture and interactive, small-group sessions—was administered to residents at a medical teaching hospital. On a follow-up assessment, residents demonstrated improved knowledge about naloxone and prescribed the overdose reversal medication at higher rates than did faculty who had not received the intervention.\textsuperscript{54}

**Institutional Policy**

Although education is an essential part of improving health care providers’ willingness and ability to provide harm reduction resources, research suggests that it is not enough. Supportive institutional policies can facilitate provider workflow, help drive attitudinal shifts and foster an environment in which patients feel safe and supported.

Programs that foster prescriber-pharmacist collaborations are appearing in some communities. For example, substance-use-disorder treatment providers may establish a relationship with a local pharmacy and direct patients to fill prescriptions there.\textsuperscript{55} This type of relationship can ensure adequate medication stocks and streamline processes for patients while also giving pharmacists comfort that their purchased supply will not sit on shelves.\textsuperscript{56} In addition to such logistical benefits, these types of partnerships—which can take a variety of forms—can reduce stigma and misinformation around substance use, substance use disorder and harm reduction.\textsuperscript{57}

In the primary care setting, low-barrier buprenorphine access can be facilitated by fostering an organizational mission that prioritizes equitable, low-stigma health care; builds a harm-reduction-oriented workforce; and supports providers by minimizing
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administrative barriers to providing treatment.\textsuperscript{58} Furthermore, research on the experiences of health care providers and PWUD supports the role of harm-reduction-positive policies in hospital settings. For example, permitting people with a substance use disorder to continue using nonprescribed substances or offering access to MOUD enhances trust and decreases the likelihood of those individuals leaving against medical recommendations; similarly, developing inpatient addiction services can streamline experiences for patients and providers.\textsuperscript{59}

**Conclusion**

In response to the ongoing opioid epidemic and the growing call for health care providers to take an active role in harm reduction interventions, many schools and professional organizations are adding targeted courses to their primary and continuing education curricula.\textsuperscript{60} These programs are typically aimed at improving knowledge, skills and attitudes about opioid harm reduction services such as prescribing, distributing and administering the overdose reversal drug naloxone. Research suggests that educating current and training health care professionals on the identification of individuals with substance use disorders or people at risk for overdose is an important step toward increasing provider willingness and effectiveness in engaging in harm reduction.\textsuperscript{61} However, several pilot programs and case studies indicate that providing targeted knowledge and concrete skills is not sufficient.\textsuperscript{62} Rather, in order to truly address the multilevel barriers that providers face to becoming harm reduction advocates and implementers, education must incorporate efforts to combat stigma, and institutions must establish internal policies that support harm reduction.\textsuperscript{63} We posit that by taking this broad and inclusive approach to harm reduction education and support, educators and organizations will position providers to offer nonjudgmental, health-improving, potentially life-saving care to patients, whether they smoke cigarettes, use opioids or are living with diabetes.
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